An interacting quantum dot inserted in a mesoscopic ring is investigated. A variational ansatz is employed to describe the ground state of the system in the presence of the Aharonov-Bohm flux. It is shown that, for even number of electrons with the energy level spacing smaller than the Kondo temperature, the persistent current has a value similar to that of a perfect ring with the same radius. On the other hand, for a ring with odd number electrons, the persistent current is found to be strongly suppressed compared to that of an ideal ring, which implies the suppression of the Kondo-resonant transmission. Various aspects of the Kondo-assisted persistent current are discussed.
The Kondo effect is one of the most exciting and intensively studied problems in condensed matter physics [1] . Recent remarkable progress in the nano-fabrication of electronic devices made it possible to investigate the Kondo effect by means of a quantum dot (QD) coupled to electrodes by tunneling barriers [2] [3] [4] . In contrast to the conventional Kondo problem of magnetic impurities in a metal host, the QD device enables more detailed and systematic study on the Kondo effect. Number of electrons and level position of the QD, and coupling strength of the leads to the QD are made controllable, so that a "tunable" Kondo effect could be realized. The hallmark of the Kondo effect in tunneling devices is the enhanced conductance due to the Kondo resonance [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The Kondo resonance at the Fermi level provides a new channel for electric current flowing through the QD. On the other hand, it will be also interesting to study on what happens to the Kondo effect where the size of the metallic host itself is mesoscopic. For a single Kondo impurity embedded in an ultra-small metallic grain, the Kondo resonance is strongly affected when the mean level spacing (δ) in the grain becomes larger than the bulk Kondo temperature (T 0 K ), in a way that depends on the parity of the number of electrons on the grain [13] .
In this Letter, we study theoretically a quantum dot embedded in a mesoscopic Aharonov-Bohm (AB) ring. This geometry has been the subject of Ref. [14, 15] . Actually this is another example of a Kondo impurity embedded in a mesoscopic host. We discuss the Kondo effect present in the behavior of the persistent current, in relation to: (i) the level discreteness of the ring, (ii) the phase coherence of the Kondo resonance, and (iii) the parity, i.e., the number of electrons of the system (QD + ring) being even or odd. A previous theoretical study on the Kondo impurity in a mesoscopic ring has been reported [15] , which does not seem to provide proper descriptions on the effect of the level discreteness and the parity. We find that, for even parity with small level spacing δ < ∼ T 0 K , the magnitude of the persistent current I is of the same order of I 0 (= ev F /(2πR), where v F and R are the Fermi velocity and the radius of the ring, respectively.), the value found in a perfect ring with the same size. This implies a high transmission through the QD due to the Kondo resonance. We show that transmission through the QD is reduced in the δ > T 0 K limit, so is I/I 0 . Surprisingly, the odd-parity ring shows quite different behavior. The persistent current is completely suppressed compared to I 0 in the small δ limit. It shows a relationship
K , which means a very low transmission through the quantum dot in the Kondo limit. It is also important to notice that the ground state depends on the AB flux in the mesoscopic region. In other words, the Kondo effect depends on the phase of hopping amplitude between the QD and the ring while its magnitude remains unchanged. In this sense, the Kondo effect in a small ring is phase-coherent, and can be called a mesoscopic Kondo effect. The phase-dependence of the Kondo effect disappears at thermodynamic limit, as one may expect.
A QD embedded in an AB ring is described by a onedimensional tight-binding Hamiltonian with the nearest neighbor hopping amplitude t of N lattice sites including an Anderson impurity: H = H 0 + H D + H T , where H 0 , H D , and H T represent the noninteracting part of the ring, the QD (or an Anderson impurity), and tunneling, respectively. This Hamiltonian can be written in the following simplified form by using the diagonalized basis of H 0 :
ε d and U represent the single particle energy and the Coulomb repulsion in the QD, respectively.
Here t L (t R ) denotes the hopping matrix element of the quantum dot state with the left (right) neighboring site. The phase factor φ is defined by φ = 2πΦ/Φ 0 , where Φ and Φ 0 are the external flux and the flux quantum (= hc/e), respectively. An important parameter describing the coupling strength between the QD and the ring, namely Γ, is defined by
where ρ(ε F ) and t(ε F ) represent the density of states and the hopping amplitude at the Fermi energy ε F , respectively. For half-filled case (ε F = 0) at continuum limit,
One of the simplest ways of investigating this Hamiltonian in a controlled manner is to adopt a variational ansatz [16] . Here we consider only infinite-U case because including the effect of finite-U doesn't provide any essential change in the Kondo limit except for the value of the Kondo temperature [17] . For infinite-U , the N e -particle variational ground state |Ψ(N e ) is given as follows in the leading order of 1/N s -expansion with N s being the magnetic degeneracy (equals to two in our case),
where |Ω(N e ) denotes N e -particle ground state of H 0 , and |ε m σ(N e ) = d † σ c mσ |Ω(N e ) . The summation in the second term of the R.H.S. is to be taken for the occupied levels of H 0 . It is known that this variational ground state describes well the essence of the Kondo physics [16] . The constants A and α m are determined by minimization of the function Ψ(N e )|H|Ψ(N e ) − E 0 ( Ψ(N e )|Ψ(N e ) − 1) with respect to A and α m . As a result, the ground state energy E 0 can be achieved from the self-consistent equation
where E ′ 0 ≡ E 0 − E Ω with E Ω being the energy of the noninteracting ground state |Ω(N e ) . The "correlation energy" T K , which characterizes the ground state, is defined by the energy lowering due to coupling between the impurity and the host:
where ε F is the energy of the highest occupied level which corresponds to the Fermi energy at thermodynamic limit.
T K corresponds to the Kondo temperature, namely T 0 K , in the bulk (δ → 0) Kondo limit. Fig.1 displays the correlation energy as a function of the level spacing δ for several parameter sets in the Kondo limit (ε d < −2Γ). We chose φ = π/2, where the cross term proportional to t L t R in |t m | 2 vanishes. Eq.(4) depends on the parity and leads to a parity-dependent behavior of the correlation energy. T K shows a highly accurate scaling behavior in a parity dependent manner with the characteristic energy T 0 K , the Kondo temperature. Note that the value of T 0 K itself depends strongly on the given parameters.
In a quantum dot coupled to two semi-infinite electrodes, Kondo resonance leads to an enhanced transmission through the quantum dot. The transmission becomes perfect for a symmetric coupling in the Kondo limit, ε d ≪ −2Γ [5, 6] . In our case of a QD embedded in an AB ring, transmission through the QD is closely related to the persistent current. One may expect that the Kondo effect gives rise to a high transmission through the QD as in the case of the open system, and accordingly, leads to a persistent current with its magnitude comparable to I 0 . However, the result is somewhat different from this simple expectation as we show in the following.
At zero temperature the persistent current is given by
Since the variables ε d , ε F , and E Ω in Eq. (5) are all independent of the phase φ, Eq.(6a) can be rewritten as
By using the self-consistent equation for the ground state energy in Eq.(4) we obtain the following expression for the current:
where the renormalization constant is given by
and Fig.2 shows numerical result of the current vs. energy level spacing. Highly accurate scaling result is found as in the case of the correlation energy. For even parity, I/I 0 ≃ π/2 is constant at δ ≪ T 0 K , which implies a high transmission through the QD. Note that I 0 = ev F /(2πR) = e h δ, and thus, I is also proportional to δ in this region. It is interesting to note that I/I 0 = π/2 together with the sinusoidal current-phase relation implies that E 0 (φ = π) − E 0 (φ = 0) has the same value with the counterpart of an ideal ring. I/I 0 begins to decrease around δ ∼ T 0 K as δ is increased, which can be interpreted as a suppression of the Kondo-resonant transmission due to finite level spacing. Note that the result for δ > T 0 K contradicts the conclusion of Ref. [15] . The authors in [15] predict a counterintuitive result that the persistent current will be enhanced due to the sharp Kondo peak even compared to an ideal ring, in the limit of δ ≫ T 0 K . However, in providing their argument, they did not take into account the fact that the Kondo resonance is strongly suppressed in this limit due to finite size of the ring. As shown here in Fig.2 , Kondo-assisted persistent current is suppressed in the δ > T 0 K limit that implies a suppression of the Kondo resonance (see also Ref. [13] ).
Strikingly, the situation is quite different in a ring with odd number of electrons. In the low δ limit (δ ≪ T 0 K ), the numerical result shows that I/I 0 ∝ δ/T 0 K (see the inset of Fig.2 ). This implies that the transmission through the QD is suppressed at small δ limit in spite of the Kondo resonance. The origin of this suppression and the linear scaling can be explained as follows. The persistent current I can be divided into two terms as I = I ↑ + I ↓ , where I ↑ and I ↓ are contributions from the spin-up electrons and from the spin-down electrons, respectively. It is important to note that I σ satisfies the Leggett's theorem [18] : The direction of the persistent current depends on the parity of the electron numbers with the given spin σ, N I) for odd parity. It should be noted that this kind of suppression does not occur for a noninteracting ring with spin degeneracy [19] , and is a peculiar nature of the strongly correlated ground state. This linear scaling breaks down at around δ = T 0 K and I/I 0 begins to decrease at δ/T 0 K ∼ 2.4. As one can see in Eq.(6b), non-zero persistent current indicates that the correlation energy is phase-dependent. In other words, Kondo effect in a small AB ring is really mesoscopic since the characteristic energy scale of the system depends on the phase of the transmission amplitude while its magnitude is unaffected. Fig.3 shows the current-phase relation for various values of δ. We show only the case of diamagnetic response (dI/dφ < 0 at φ = 0). Actually, being diamagnetic or paramagnetic is dependent on the symmetry of the highest occupied level of H 0 , but its current-phase relation is not affected by the symmetry except for the direction of the current. It is found that the current-phase relation is close to sinusoidal at δ/T 0 K ≪ 1. On the other hand, for δ/T 0 K ≫ 1 the current-phase relation is far from sinusoidal and suffers a rapid drop at around φ = π (at φ = 0 for paramagnetic case). This behavior is similar to the one originated from gap opening due to weak disorder near the degeneracy point of single particle energies [20] . Fig.4 displays the persistent current as a function of the QD level for δ = 0.001t. Experimentally, the QD level can be controlled by attaching a gate electrode to the QD. The current shows an asymmetric peak structure. First, let us discuss the case of even number of electrons (Fig.4(a) ). As discussed above, the Kondo-assisted tunneling leads to a high transmission through the QD for even parity if δ < ∼ T K . At ε d ≪ −2Γ, the current is suppressed because T K ≪ δ. In this limit, the correlation energy is too small to show a Kondo-assisted tunneling. By increasing ε d , the correlation energy is increased exponentially and the current reaches its maximum at a point that satisfies the condition T K > δ and n d ≃ 1. Further increasing ε d results in a decrease of the current because of charge fluctuation. Kondo physics is no longer valid in this region and the transmission through the QD begins to decrease as n d decreases.
For the case of odd parity (Fig.4b) the situation is quite different. The persistent current is suppressed at ε d ≪ −2Γ for the same reason as in a ring with even parity. As increasing ε d the magnitude of the current increases because T K /δ increases. However, in contrast to the case of even parity, I has its maximum value at a lower value of ε d and begins to decrease before going into the charge fluctuation region. It decreases so fast in this region. This behavior is closely related to the one shown in Fig.2 . That is, the Kondo-assisted persistent current is strongly suppressed in an odd-parity ring with δ ≪ T K .
In conclusion, we have investigated the Kondo-assisted persistent current flowing through a quantum dot embedded in a mesoscopic Aharonov-Bohm ring. It is shown that the properties of the current are determined by a single parameter δ/T 0 K in a parity-dependent manner. For a ring with even number of electrons, the Kondo effect leads to a high transmission and the magnitude of the persistent current is comparable to that of an ideal ring with the same size. In contrast, the persistent current is strongly suppressed in a ring with odd number of electrons. We have discussed various aspects of the Kondo-assisted persistent current. 
